
here is currently active investigation of the appli
cation of labeled monoclonal antibodies to radioim
munotherapy (1). Administration of labeled antibody
should lead to a concentration of radioactivity at spe
cific tumor sites as the antibody attaches to the target
antigen. This behavior produces a highly nonuniform
spatial distribution of activity in the subject. In most
situations involving internal dosimetry the assumption
of spatial uniformity is made, thereby justifying the use
of equilibrium doses. The nonuniformity expected in
radioimmunotherapy invalidates such an approach for
this procedure, producing instead a nonuniform spatial
dose distribution arising from emitted beta particles.
This is precisely the objective sought in order to maxi
mize discrimination between affected and healthy tis
sue.

Treatment planning requires estimation of the dose
distribution, given that the activity distribution may be
measured using imaging techniques, or otherwise in
ferred. Calculation of the beta dose distribution from
the activity distribution is only straightforward if the
medium is homogeneous with regard to electron trans
port properties. While this approximation probably is
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justified for soft tissues, it is not for bone and air
interfaces.

In the homogeneous situation, the principle of line
arity ensures that once the dose distribution from a unit
point source is established, then the dose may be cal
culated for any activity distribution. The beta dose
distribution about a unit point source of the radioiso
tope of interest is referred to as the beta dose point
kernel. It is this quantity which is the subject of consid
eration in this work.

Extensive tabulations ofbeta dose point kernels have
been published elsewhere (2), but these do not include
the effects of energy fluctuations. We report here on
calculations of dose point kernels that do include such
effects. The results are compared both with the prey
ously tabulated values and indirectly with experiment.
The nuclides chosen are those which are potential can
didates for application to radioimmunotherapy. These
are 32P,67Cu, @Â°Y,D@1,â€˜86Re,and â€˜88Re.

Finally, parameters suitable for analytic representa
tion of the calculated dose point kernels are presented.
The accuracy of the representation is also discussed.

ThEORETIC BACKGROUND

Scaled Dose Point Kernel in Continuous
SlowingDownApproximation

As an extremely oversimplified model, consider a mono
energeticisotropicpointsourceemittingelectronswhichmove
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radially outward and slow down continuously according to a the transport equation in the CSDA taking into account
stopping power function 5(E). If the source energy is Eo, the multiple scauering. The calculations used the method of mo
electron energyat a distance r from the origin,at which the ments, and yieldedthe energydissipationfunction for a car
source is located, is given by ben medium,

lEo dE EoF(x, Eo)
J@(5(@) (1) J(x,Eo)= (11)r0S(E@)

The continuous slowingdown approximation(CSDA)range Again,in the extremestraight-aheadapproximationused for
then satisfies Equation (4), the energy dissipation function becomes the

CEO dE ratio of the stopping power at the distance r = xr0 to the

r0 = J@@ (2) stopping power at the origin. The dose point kernels and the
energy dissipation function obtained in this approach both

The absorbeddose per sourcetransformationis then vanish for x 1 correspondingto distancesgreater than the
CSDA range.

S(E(r))D(r) = . (3) An important advance has been the development of Monte
4irpr2 Carlo methods by Berger (4) specifically designed to simulate

The specificabsorbedfractionis givenby electron transport. By dividingthe electron path into small
segments and making use of the angular and energy distribu

S(E(r)) tion data from thin foil experiments, Berger was able to take
4(r, Eo) 4@rpr2E0â€¢ (4) into account both multiple scattering and energy loss fluctua

tions. Departures from continuous slowing down resulting
This quantity satisfies the constraint from delta-ray and bremsstrahlung production were also in

r corporated. These methods have been applied to the calcula
4Tpr@4(r,Eo)dr 1. (5) tion of monoenergetic dose point kernels for 36 energies

ranging from 0.5 keV to 10 MeV (5).
It is convenient to introduce a dimensionlessquantity to The monoenergeticdosepoint kernelscalculatedby Monte
represent distance as the fraction of the CSDA range, desig- Carlo simulation differ in two respects from those based on
nated numerical solution of the transport equation. First, because

of energy loss straggling, some energy is transported to dis
x = r/ro. (6) tances greater than the CSDA range. The calculations indicate

Defining a scaled electron dose point kernel through the a maximum penetration up to x = 1.2. Second, the scaled
relation dose-point kernels no longer exactly satisfy the unit area

constraint in Equation (8) because ofelectron-photon conver
F(x, E@)= 4irpr@r04(r,E@) (7) sion in radiative stopping. The area in this case is reduced by

introduces a quantity satisfying the radiative rield, that amounts to 1.7% at 4 MeV. In the
energy range below 2.5 MeV the area constraint is satisfied to
better than 1% so that Equation (8) may be considered to

F(x,Eo)dx 1. (8) holdinpracticeinthiscase.
The dose point kernels calculated by the two methods for

For the simplified model leading to Equation (4), the scaled 1 MeV electrons are compared in Figure 1. The influence of
point kernel becomes energy loss fluctuations included in the Monte Carlo simula

tion results in a more dispersive dose distribution. Since both
= roS(E(x, ro)) S(E(x ro))/(S) areas are essentially unity, the increased dose near the CSDA

F(x, Eo) E0 (9) rangethat is producedby these fluctuationsis balancedby a
= 0 x@ 1 . decrease in dose near the origin. Because the scaled point

kernels are decreasing sharply in value near x = I, the relativeIn Equation (9) the track averagestoppingpower
dose increase here is much greater than the relative depression

(5) = E@/r0 (10) near x = 0. For example, the ratio of the dose point kernel
with energy loss fluctuations to that without is 5.5 at x = 0.9

has been introduced. It then becomes possible to interpret the and 0.91 at x = 0. Clearly this implies that the neglect of such
scaled point kernel as the ratio of the stopping power at a fluctuations results in significant underestimates of dose near
particular point along the electron track to the averagestop- the end ofthe electronrange.

ping power over the entire track. At the origin, the scaled dose point kernel obtained from
Of course neither the assumption of straight-line motion Spencer's calculation coincides with the simplified model so

nor that of continuous energy loss is justified for electron that Equation (9) may be applied to give
transport. The treatment does, however, illustrate the physical
basis of the scaled dose point kernel as the ratio of an energy F(0, E@)= r0S(E@)/E@. (12)
loss function to the track average stopping power.

The ratio of the Monte Carlo results at x = 0 to that given by
Monoenergetic Dose Point Kernels Equation (12) are plotted in Figure 2 as a function of the

The departure from straight-line motion was first taken electron energy. Above 0.5 MeV the dose reduction ranges
into account in detail by Spencer (3) who numerically solved from 6% to 12%. Below 50 keV the dose reduction is again
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FIGURE 1
Comparison between the 1-MeV dose point kernels cal
culated from the transport equation(â€”)and by Monte
Carlo methods (â€”).The latter is more disperse, extending
to largerdistances,while beingslightly lower in valuein
the nearregion.

in excess of 6%. The curve peaks near 0.15 MeV, at which
point the reduction factor is only about 2%. The energy
averaged reduction factor calculated over the range 0.01 MeV
to 3 MeV is 9.4%.

Radionuclide Beta Dose Point Kernels
For a beta-emittingradionuclideit is necessaryto calculate

the dose point kernel which results from a spectrum of elec
trons. The spectrum associated with beta-decay may in general
be written

n(E) =@ @n1(E)

representing a decomposition into N groups, each of which
hasa branchingprobabilityof$@and end-pointenergyEi.Also

0
F-

ct

ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 2
Variation of the ratio of the Monte Carlo dose point kernel
to the transportkernelat the originwith electronenergy.

(@Ei

(E1)= ,j, En1(E)dE (14)

giventhat the spectraldistributionn1(E)is normalizedto unit
area.

The specific absorbed fraction associated with the i@beta
group is then given by

@(r)= j'@ ni (E0) 4 (r, Eo) dEo. (15)

From Equation (7) it follows that

1.00 1 .25 4Tpr@@(r) = IEi ni (Eo) F (@, 1E0) dEo. (16)

A scaled dose point kernel for a beta group may also be
introduced. To this end a scaled distance is defined as the
fraction of the CSDA range for an electron with energy E@.
Designating the latter r1,then the scaled dose point kernel for
the i@beta group becomes

F, (x) = 4irpr2r41(r), (17)

where x = r/r1.Scaling the distance in this manner differs from
that suggested by Berger (6), who uses the 90% point. It has
the advantage, however, of using a quantity that is more
readily available, the CSDA range.

The specificabsorbedfractionassociatedwiththe complete
beta spectrum of the isotope may then be determined from
the relation

4irpr%(r) =@ j9@@ F1(E)/@ s@(Ei). (18)

A scaled dose point kernel for this quantity may also be
defined through the equation

(13) F @,(x)= 4irpr2 rN â€˜1@(r), (19)

where x = r/rN and r@is the CSDA range for the highest
energy beta group in the decay scheme of the radioisotope.
Since the specificabsorbed fraction is the ratio of dose to
average beta energy, then F@,(x)can be related to the dose
distribution tabulated by Cross (2) by calculating

N

r@D(r)= k @:@ (Ei) F@(@ ) / rN, (20)
iâ€”I

where k = 45.84 is a conversion factor relating MeV cm2 g@
per transformationto mGy cm2MBq'hr'.

The calculationindicatedin Equation(15)requiresknowl
edgeof the spectraldistributionn1(E).This function is deter
mined by the end-point energyE@,the atomic number of the
daughter nucleus Z, and the angular momentum transfer in
the decay process. A more explicit description ofthe function
and approximationsused in this work for its evaluation are
given in the appendix.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

Representationof MonoenergeticDose Point Kernels
The surfacegeneratedfrom the scaledmonoenergeticdose

point kernels, derived by Monte Carlo techniques, was repre
sented using bicubic splines. The algorithm employed, named

0.96

0.92
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SMOOPY, was developed by Dierckx ( 7). The routine
achieves smoothness by minimizing the sum of squares of
discontinuities of third-order derivatives at interior knots,
while selectingknots to satisfya goodnessof fit constraint.
The latter is based upon an upper bound on the sum of
squared residuals referred to as the smoothing factor. The
code was modified to include weighting to improve the rep
resentation in the region in which the data approach zero.
Thiswasaccomplishedbyassigningthe equivalentof standard
deviationsto the data such that the weightof the zero values
was greater by a factor of nine than that for nonzero values.
The representation produced by the spline coefficientswas
found to undergo small negativeexcursionsin the region of
zero values. The representation was modified by a logical
condition to set all negative values to zero.

Typical dose point kernels generated in this manner are
compared with the input data in Figures 3 to 5. The input
data file consisted of 775 values. It is difficult to quantify
simplythe goodnessofthe fit in termsofthe relativedeviation,
because of the existence of zero values. An average relative
deviation was calculated from the ratio of the averageroot
mean square deviation to the averagevalue of the data and
found to be 0.25%.As might be expected,the largestrelative
deviations occur as the function approaches zero. An alter
nativedescriptionofthe overallqualityofthe fit can be made
in terms of the absolute deviation, bearing in mind that the
data values range from 0 to 1.72. The fraction ofall data with
s.d.s <0.001, 0.003, and 0.02 is 66%, 91%, and 100%, respec
tively. The lowest energy included in the surface is 0.5 keY.
The dose-pointkernel was assumed to have the same shape
as that at 0.5 keY for all lower energy electrons.

The bicubicsplinerepresentationis superiorto the analytic
representationof monoenergeticdose point kernels investi
gated earlier (8). In the latter case there was a tendency to
underestimate the tabulated values for the region x > 0.9 and
E>0.5MeY.

Calculation of USDA Range
As indicated in Equation (16), calculation of the beta dose

point kernel requires the evaluation of the CSDA range. To

SCALED DISTANCE

FIGURE3
Comparisonbetweenthe spline representation(â€”)and
Monte Carlo values for the 2-keV monoenergeficdose
pointkernel.The latterare indicatedas circles.
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FIGURE4
Splinerepresentationfor the 0.6-MeVelectrondosepoint
kernel.

accomplishthis task approximatingformulae have been de
veloped. For the region between 10 keY and 2.5 MeY a
modifiedpowerlawdescribedpreviously(8) has been used to
represent the data tabulated by Bergerand Seltzer (9). This
formulafitsthe data to better than 1.5%.For the regionfrom
0.5 keY to 10 keY the data ofLa Verne et al. (10) were used.
These data had to be fitted in sections. For the region from
1 keY to 10 keY a simple second order polynomial in energy
was used. For the region between 0.05 keY and 0.5 keY a
third order polynomialwasused. In the region from 0.5 keY
to 1 keY the rangewascalculatedas the weightedaverageof
valuescalculatedby extrapolationof the two formulae,insur
inga continuousjoiningofthe two regions.The qualityof the
fit is illustrated in Figure 6. The largest deviation from the
data occurs at 1 keY and is 5%. DetailS are given in the
appendix.

Calculation of Beta Spectra
Asdiscussedby Dillman(11) the expressionforan allowed

beta spectrum involves the complex gamma function. We
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FIGURE 5
Splinerepresentationfor the 2-MeVelectrondose point
kernel.
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group structure was imposed upon the continuous beta spec
trum, giving the discrete spectrum

M

n(E) = @.:n ((@).t@(E-@@). (21)
nâ€”I

In the aboveequation the group energyis

(@ = (n â€” @) Ej/M, (22)

where E1is the endpoint energy and

RESULTS

100

10

x

E
0

w
(5z
It

M

@:n@@)= 1. (23)
nâ€”i

Numeric DosePoint Kernels
Beta dose point kernels were calculated using the

branching ratios (13) and endpoint energies (14) sum
marized in Table 1. Also given in the table are the
CSDA ranges at the endpoint energy and the average
energy for each beta group. The latter are all in agree
ment with the values quoted in ICRP38 (13) to within
1.5%.

FIGURE 8
Sensitivity of the calculation of the beta dose point kernel
to the energyspectrumgroupstructure.M is the number
of energy groups used to approximatethe continuous
spectrum.Dataareshownfor threeexamples:the0.1835-
MeVtransitionin @Cu(circles),the1.0715-MeVtransition
in iseRe (triangles),the 2.l2-MeV transition in @Re
(squares).Solid lines are least squaresfit to the linear
region of the variation.

0 2 4 6 8 10 The sensitivity of the calculated dose point kernel to the

choice of M was investigated and found to be highest at the
origin. The effect is illustrated in Figure 8 for three typical
cases. The sensitivity analysis was performed by calculating
the variation with M'. The asymptotic limit was estimated
by fitting the linear portion ofthe variation and extrapolating
to M@ = 0. The value obtained for M = 500 is within 1% of
the asymptote and was adopted for the calculations presented

0.000 0.205 0.410 0.615 0.820

ENERGY (keV)

FIGURE 6
Fittedcurve(â€”)for the low-energyCSDArangedata.The
curve is derived from equations Al 5 and Al 6. Circles are
datafromRef.(10).

have developed a simple modified approximation, described
in the Appendix, thereby avoiding the computation of this
function. Comparison with the exact expression indicates
agreement to within 0.6% for electron energies up to 3 MeY
and for atomic numbers up to 100, encompassing the entire
range of potential radioisotopes. Since the beta transitions
corresponding to the @Â°Ydecay and the 0.81 MeY group in
iodine-l3 1 (13h1)are first-forbidden unique, estimation of the
corresponding shape factors is required. An approximate de
scription of this quantity has also been developed and is
described in more detail in the appendix. The approximation
reproduces the tabulated values (12) to within 0.4% for these
beta transitions. A comparison between the approximate
shape factor and that obtained from the tables is given in
Figure 7 for â€˜@â€˜I.

In performingthe calculationof Equation (16), an energy

ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 7
Approximationof the shapefactor for the first-forbidden
unique transition in 1311.The calculated values (+) are
basedon publishedtables,while the curve follows from
equationsAl 2â€”Al4.
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IsotopeEndpoint
Energy
(MeV)BranchingRatioRange(g/cm@)Average

Energy
(MeV)32P1

.7081.0000.8310.69467Cu0.1
84

0.395
0.484
0.5770.01

13
0.572
0.216
0.2000.039

0.125
0.168
0.2150.051

0.122
0.155

0.190goy2.2861.0001.130.93813110.248

0.304
0.334
0.606
0.8070.0213

0.0062
0.0736
0.894
0.00420.062

0.085
0.098
0.230
0.3370.069

0.087
0.097
0.192

0.284@Re0.934

1.0720.21 0.730.407 0.4830.3080.362@Re1
.487

1.965
2.1200.01

6
0.251
0.7160.71

2
0.966
1.0460.531

0.735
0.803

Scaleddistance
@P 67Cu @Â°Y 1311 @Re 1@Re

TABLE I
Summaryof NuclideParameters

Equation (20). The scaled dose point kernels are rela
tively insensitive to these parameters. The use of these
functions, therefore, allows improved dose estimates to
be made easily by incorporating updated energy and
range parameters when they become available.

The results of the calculation are also presented as
dose distributions, in the same manner as Cross (2), in
Tables 3 and 4. The calculations performed by Cross
are based upon Spencer's electron transport monoener
getic dose point kernels. The dose distribution for ytt
rium-90 (9O@()obtained using the Monte Carlo electron
dose point kernels is compared with the earlier calcu
lations by Cross (2) in Figure 9. The dose distribution
calculated from the Monte Carlo kernels is 7% lower at

the origin and is significantly higher for distances > 0.5
cm. This is illustrated in more detail in Figure 10, in
which the ratio of the Monte Carlo curve to that ob
tamed by Cross is shown as a function of distance. As
indicated in Figure 10, the dose predicted by the Monte
Carlo dose point kernels exceeds that predicted without
straggling effects by almost a factor of three at 0.8 cm
corresponding to 70% of the end point range. This
behavior is expected on the basis of the comparison of
the monoenergetic dose point kernels discussed prey
ously.

As noted previously (2) experimentally observed
doses exceed the values predicted by the Spencer dose

The resulting scaled beta dose point kernels are given
in Table 2. These quantities provide information re
garding the intrinsic shape of the function. Absolute
dose rates are derived from them through multiplication
by the average beta decay energy divided by the CSDA
range for the maximum energy electron as indicated in

TABLE2
ScaledBetaDosePointKernels

0.000.2633E+Ol0.2756E+020.2579E+Ol0.3612E+020.9653E+010.97l9E+Ol0.040.2651
E+010.1 300E+020.2451 E+010.1 372E+020.6995E+010.8541E+010.080.2628E+010.951

8E+010.2398E+010.8499E+010.6165Ei-010.8046E+010.1
20.2537E+Ol0.7424E+010.231 1E+010.581 3E+010.5421E+010.7414E+010.1
60.2401 E+Ol0.5906E+Ol0.2201 E+Ol0.4373E+010.4712E+010.6693E+010.200.2229E+010.4654E+010.2073E+010.3489E+010.4032E+Ol0.5920E+010.240.2031

E+010.3606E+010.1931 E+010.2837E+0l0.3391 E+Ol0.5123E+Ol0.280.l815E+Ol0.2744E+010.1774E+010.2293E+010.2796E+010.4334E+010.320.1589E+010.2050E+010.1607E+010.1827E+010.2256E+010.3583E+010.360.1358E+0l0.1504E+010.l432E+010.1433E+010.1776E+010.2892E+010.400.1

133E+010.1 084E+010.1 249E+010.1 106E+Ol0.1362E+010.2278E+010.440.91
89E+000.7674E+000.1 064E+010.8396E+000.1014E+010.l750E+010.480.7234E+000.5321

E+000.881 1E+000.6255E+000.7318E+000.l309E+0l0.520.5508E+000.3601
E+000.7078E+000.4562E+000.5098E+000.9521E+000.560.4041

E+000.2367E+000.5485E+000.3238E+000.3417E+000.6703E+000.600.2841
E+000.1 504E+000.4075E+000.2221E+000.2l94E+000.4536E+000.640.1899E+000.9193Eâ€”010.2883E+000.1456E+000.1344E+000.2923E+000.680.1

l98E+000.5366Eâ€”Ol0.l924E+000.9022Eâ€”Ol0.781 1Eâ€”010.l775E+000.720.7051
Eâ€”010.2959Eâ€”010.1 198E+000.5222Eâ€”Ol0.4272Eâ€”Ol0.1005E+000.760.3830Eâ€”010.1519Eâ€”Ol0.6892Eâ€”010.2787Eâ€”010.2l77Eâ€”010.5243Eâ€”010.800.1890Eâ€”010.7123Eâ€”020.36l5Eâ€”010.l349Eâ€”010.lOl8Eâ€”010.2489Eâ€”Ol0.840.8295Eâ€”020.2988Eâ€”020.l695Eâ€”010.5803Eâ€”020.4260Eâ€”020.1

057Eâ€”010.880.31
43Eâ€”020.1 094Eâ€”020.6928Eâ€”020.21 59Eâ€”020.1548Eâ€”020.3937Eâ€”020.920.9890Eâ€”030.3432Eâ€”030.2407Eâ€”020.6745Eâ€”030.4676Eâ€”030.126lEâ€”020.960.2488Eâ€”030.91

12Eâ€”040.691 OEâ€”030.1 739Eâ€”030.1 106Eâ€”030.3429Eâ€”031
.000.5366Eâ€”040.21 29Eâ€”040.1 661Eâ€”030.3781 Eâ€”040.21 13Eâ€”040.81 21Eâ€”04

Forconvenience,thestandardEformatis usedinthisandfollowingtables.TheformaEnis to beinterpretedasa.10â€•.
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A
(9/cm2)32P

r@D(r)
(mGy-cm2/MBq-hr)R (g/cm@)67Cu

r@D(r)
(mGy-cm2/MBq-hr)R (g/cm@)90Y

r@D(r)
(mGy-cm2/MBq-hr)0.0000E+000.1

008E+030.0000E+000.2829E+020.0000E+000.9798E+020.3323Eâ€”Ol0.lOl5E+030.8592Eâ€”020.l6l7E+030.4520Eâ€”Ol0.93l2E+020.6646Eâ€”010.1006E+030.17l8Eâ€”010.l250E+030.9041Eâ€”010.9l14E+020.9970Eâ€”010.971

5E+020.2578Eâ€”010.9690E+020.1 356E+000.8781E+020.1329E+000.9l92E+020.3437Eâ€”010.7422E+020.1808E+000.8364E+020.1662E+000.8534E+020.4296Eâ€”010.5575E+020.2260E+000.7879E+020.1

994E+000.7777E+020.51 55Eâ€”010.4092E+020.2712E+000.7336E+020.2326E+000.6951
E+020.60l4Eâ€”010.2936E+020.3164E+000.6743E+020.2659E+000.6083E+020.6874Eâ€”010.2064E+020.361

6E+000.6108E+020.2991
E+000.5201E+020.7733Eâ€”010.1427E+020.4068E+000.5440E+020.3323E+000.4337E+020.8592Eâ€”010.9767E+Ol0.4520E+000.4746E+020.3656E+000.3519E+020.9451

Eâ€”Ol0.6640E+010.4972E+000.4041E+020.3988E+000.2770E+020.1
031E+000.4483E+010.5424E+000.3348E+020.4320E+000.2109E+020.1
117E+000.2988E+010.5877E+000.2690E+020.4652E+000.1

547E+020.1203E+000.1948E+010.6329E+000.2084E+020.4985E+000.l088E+020.1
289E+000.1 231E+010.6781 E+000.1549E+020.531

7E+0O0.7272E+010.1 375E+000.7494E+000.7233E+000.1095E+020.5649E+000.4585E+010.1
461E+000.4362E+000.7685E+000.7309E+Ol0.5982E+000.2700E+Ol0.l547E+000.2401

E+000.8137E+000.4553E+Ol0.63l4E+000.l467E+010.1632E+000.1232E+000.8589E+000.26l9E+Ol0.6646E+000.7237E+000.1718E+000.5774Eâ€”010.9041E+000.l374E+010.6979E+000.31

76E+000.1804E+000.2422Eâ€”010.9493E+000.6440E+000.731
1E+000.1 203E+000.1890E+000.8867Eâ€”020.9945E+000.2633E+000.7643E+000.3787Eâ€”010.1

976E+000.2782Eâ€”020.1040E+010.9145Eâ€”Ol0.7976E+000.9528Eâ€”020.2062E+000.7386Eâ€”030.1
085E+010.2626Eâ€”Ol0.8308E+000.2054Eâ€”020.21

48E+000.1 725Eâ€”030.1 130E+010.631 OEâ€”02

TABLE3
CalculatedBeta Dose Distributions

point kernels at large distances from the source. This
trend is in qualitative agreement with the above result.
Moreover, because ofthe area constraint given by Equa
tion (8), such a trend requires that these values must be
somewhat larger than the actual dose near the origin.
Since the relative deviation is much smaller in this
region,the effectcould easilybe maskedby experimen
tal uncertainties. A quantitative comparison has been
made between data obtained for phosphorus-32 (32P)
by Clark et al. (15) and the calculated dose point
kernels. Assuming 5% s.d. for the data, the reduced chi
square is 1.9 and 23.5 for the dose distributions calcu
lated using the Monte Carlo kernels and the transport
kernels respectively. As indicated in Figure 11, the
comparison extends over almost two orders of magni
tude in the dose distribution out to -@â€˜75%of the end
point range. Since the probability of observing a re
duced chi-square greater than or equal to 1.9 for 12
degreesoffreedom isonly 3%,this resultwouldindicate
that the model used is not exactly appropriate. It would
appear that there is some overestimation ofthe dose for
the data corresponding to points far from the origin. In
order to make the comparison, however, it was neces
sary to transform the data from an air to a water
medium. Uncertainties in this transformation, together
with uncertainties in the CSDA range lead to additional
sources of error in the comparison not included in the

analysis. The average relative deviation between the
data and the calculated curve is 7%. The maximum
deviation is 17%, occurring at 0.61 cm.

Analytic Representation of Dose Point Kernels
Analytic representation ofdose point kernels, as first

suggested by Loevinger (16), provides a convenient
means to perform dose estimation, circumventing the
need for the storage oflarge data arrays, and for inter
polating procedures. In this work we present functions
which are entirely utilitarian in nature, chosen solely
on the basis oftheir similarity in behaviour to the scaled
beta dose point kernels. It should be emphasized that
neither the functions nor the associated parameters used
in the representations are connected with any basic
physical mechanisms.

The function chosen to represent the bulk ofthe dose
distribution was the three-parameter lognormal distri
bution given by

L(x)=,@__ â€” exp
o(xo x)

â€”[(log (x@ â€”x) _,@)2/2@2] (24)

This function was selected because of its inherent con
vergence to zero at the controlled cut-off point, x@.The
sharp upturn in the dose point kernels near the origin
has been represented by two exponential functions both
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R
(9/cm2)1311

r@D(r)
(mGy-cm2/MBq-hr)A (g/cm@)@Re

r@D(r)
(mGy-cm2/MBq-hr)R (g/cm@)lmRe

r@D(r)
(mGy-cm2/MBq-hr)0.0000E+000.2490E+030.0000E+000.1

523E+030.0000E+000.1 031E+030.1348Eâ€”010.1
374E+030.l930Eâ€”010.1 126E+030.4185Eâ€”Ol0.9497E+020.2696Eâ€”Ol0.1
051E+030.3860Eâ€”010.1 003E+030.8370Eâ€”010.9193E+020.4044Eâ€”010.81

l5E+020.5790Eâ€”010.8919E+020.l255E+000.8727E+020.5392Eâ€”010.621
1E+020.7720Eâ€”Ol0.7845E+020.1 674E+000.8148E+020.6740Eâ€”010.4648E+020.9650Eâ€”010.6805E+020.2092E+000.7478E+020.8088Eâ€”010.3364E+020.1

158E+000.5809E+020.251 1E+000.6743E+020.9436Eâ€”Ol0.2331
E+020.1351E+000.4872E+020.2929E+000.5965E+020.1

078E+000.1 532E+020.1 544E+000.4008E+020.3348E+000.5168E+020.1
213E+000.9446E+010.1737E+000.3227E+020.3766E+000.4379E+020.1
348E+000.5401 E+010.l930E+000.2535E+020.41 85E+000.3619E+020.1483E+000.28l8E+010.21

23E+000.1940E+020.4603E+000.291OE+020.1
618E+000.1 318E+010.231 6E+000.1 441E+020.5022E+000.2271E+020.1752E+000.5450E+000.2509E+000.1037E+020.5440E+000.17l4E+020.1

887E+000.2009E+000.2702E+000.7190E+Ol0.5859E+000.l246E+020.2022E+000.71
69Eâ€”010.2895E+000.4785E+010.6277E+000.8674E+Ol0.21
57E+000.2970Eâ€”010.3088E+000.3035E+010.6696E+000.5740E+010.2292E+000.1

537Eâ€”010.3281 E+000.1 822E+Ol0.71l4E+000.3582E+Ol0.2426E+000.8548Eâ€”020.3474E+000.1
024E+010.7533E+000.2088E+010.2561

E+000.451 7Eâ€”020.3667E+000.5330E+000.7951 E+000.1 125E+Ol0.2696E+000.21
86Eâ€”020.3860E+000.2525E+000.8370E+000.5526E+000.2831

E+000.9401 Eâ€”030.4053E+000.1064E+000.8788E+000.2429E+000.2966E+000.3497Eâ€”030.4246E+000.3875Eâ€”010.9207E+000.9334Eâ€”010.31

OOE+000.1 093Eâ€”030.4439E+000.1 172Eâ€”010.9625E+000.3056Eâ€”Ol0.3235E+000.28l7Eâ€”040.4632E+000.2773Eâ€”020.1004E+010.8350Eâ€”020.3370E+000.6126Eâ€”050.4825E+000.5301Eâ€”030.1046E+010.1985Eâ€”02

TABLE4
CalculatedBeta Dose Distributions

ofwhich become completely negligible in the far region.
In addition, a small step function, terminating at x =
1, was found to improve the fit near this region. The
form of the scaled dose point kernel for an individual
beta group can then be written

F@ (x)= aL (x)+ b1exp(â€”X1x)

where

distances greater than approximately three-quarters of
the CSDA range. A satisfactory analytic representation
of the scaled dose point kernels for individual beta
groups has been obtained. The model used consists of
a lognormal function together with two short range
exponential functions and a small contribution from a
step function.

44

22

0

DISTANCE (g/cm2)

+ b2 exp (â€”X2x)+ CII (x), (25)

(26)

I 10

88

H (x) = 1, 0@ x 1

= 0, x > 1.

The parameters were found by nonlinear least squares
fitting based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
(17). The parametersfound by this method are listed
in Table 5. The quality of the fits are illustrated in
Figures 12and 13. The average deviation over the range
0 :@x@ 1 for all radionuclides treated is 2%.

CONCLUSIONS

Beta dose point kernels have been calculated for six
radionuclides potentially important for radioimmuno
therapy. The inclusion of straggling effects leads to
improved agreement with experimental results for 32P,
and leads to significantly increased dose estimates at

66

0.00 0.22 0.44 0.66 0.88 1.10

FIGURE 9
Comparisonbetweenthe beta dose distributionfor @Â°Y
calculated using the transport kernels (- -) and the Monte
Carlokernels(â€”).
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daughter nucleus, and p, and W, are the screened momentum
and total energy, respectively. These satisfy the relations

PS = @Jw,2 â€”m@2c4 (A2)

W,=E+mec2â€”Vo, (A3)

where V0is a screening potential and mI is the electron rest
mass energy. In this work the screening potential has been
calculated as

and

the approximation is

and

3.0

2.0

1.0

0
F-

It

V0 = 30.77 Z413eV. (A4)

@1= p/mec (A6)

F (Z, W) = FN(Z, W) [a2Z2w2+ (w2 1)/4]S (A7)

where a is the fine structure constant, 137@, and

S = â€˜11â€”a2Z2â€”1. (A8)

The first term in Equation (Al) is the nonrelativisticFermi
function given by

with

0.0 The Fermi function has been calculated using the Bethe

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 Bacher approximation (18) modified by us for Z > 50. Intro

ducing the relativistic quantities
DISTANCE (g/cm2 I

FIGURE 10
The ratio of the transportto the Monte Carlo @Â°Ydata of
Figure 9, illustrating the slight overestimation at the origin
and significantunderestimationat large distancesby the
former.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of Allowed Beta Spectra
The expressionfor the beta spectrumof an allowedtransi

tion with end-point energy E@may be written (11)

n1(E) = CF (Z, W5) p, W, (Ej â€”E)2.

In the aboveexpressionC is a normalizingconstant,F (Z, W,)
is the Fermi function where Z is the atomic number of the

@0 W/md (AS)

FN(Z, W) = 2irv/(l â€”C_2Tw) (A9)

vaZw/i. (AlO)

(Al) The Bethe Bacher approximation yields values well within
0.5% for Z@ 50, but becomes less accurate for large Z. We
have developed a correction factor of the form

C = 1 + [a (Z â€”50) + b (Z â€”50)2]

a = 4.05 x l0@

b = 2.23 x l0@

c = 1.26.

As an example ofthe quality ofthe approximation of Equation
(Al 1), the values yielded for T/ for the momentum range 0@
â€˜l@ 4.9 exhibit a maximum discrepancy of 0.45%. Without
the correction factor the maximum discrepancy for this case
is 3.4%.

For first-forbiddenunique transitions the spectrum is fur
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 ther modified by an additional shape factor. This quantity

DISTANCE (g/cm2) may be written

FIGURE 11
Comparisonbetweenthe @Pdosedistributioncalculated
on the basisof the Monte Carlodose pointkernels(solid
line) and experimental results (open circles).

(1 â€”exp (â€”cv)), (All)

with

I
88

66

Calculationof First-ForbiddenShape Factor

S = L.(w1 â€”w)2+ 9L1, (Al2)

where w@is the total relativistic energy at the end point and L@
and L, are tabulated functions (12) ofthe relativistic electron
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EnergyNuclide(MeV)AXoiz,b1X@b@A2COflst&It32P1

.7084.361 .32530.50660.3248â€”0.5838.9670.0382784.9217.21E-0567Cu0.184

0.395
0.484
0.5773290.20

115.15
55.16
30.681.2436

1.2356
1.2414
1.25332.1525

1.3441
1.1564
1.00510.5594

0.4730
0.4467
0.42102.377

1.127
0.836
0.61825.480

30.716
35.453
44.1931.852

1.192
0.991
0.819157.690

280.276
358.132
461.1279.42E-06

9.38E-06
9.68E-06

9.32E-0690Y2.2863.121.26550.40200.35770.1131161.102â€”â€”6.69E-0513110.248

0.304
0.334
0.606
0.8071

940.70
708.36
454.22
40.71
6.221

.2289
1.2252
1.2239
1.2425
1.27662.0483

1.8071
1.6987
1.0825
0.61220.5564

0.5325
0.5211
0.4373
0.36252.238

1.913
1.760
0.845
0.82025.449

26.092
26.495
35.316
24.4721

.864
1.730
1.641
1.029
0.8351

87.985
214.525
227.646
411.509
434.7418.79E-06

8.72E-06
8.78E-06
9.15E-06
1.l3E-05@Re0.934

1.0721
7.81

12.631
.2519

1.25930.87380.78520.40760.39240.4670.34258.02075.9400.6570.505651
.510

714.9585.79E-062.33E-06@Re1

.487
1.965
2.1206.03

3.85
3.491

.2960
1.3409
1.35490.5981

0.4958
0.47620.3491

0.3157
0.3076â€”0.087

â€”0.031
â€”0.0280.002

6.354
6.2810.374

0.157
0.113597.771

1658.212
2546.7978.68E-02

5.90E-05
5.84E-05

TABLE5
Parameters for Analytic Representation of Scaled Dose Point Kernels

momentum. We have approximated these functions by

@ = a@+ boi',

where

and

(A13)

a0 = 0.997834+ Z(l.l975.10@ â€”Z(l.85.l0@))

b0 = 4.555.l04â€”Z(1.562.l04+Z(1.0165.l0@))

0.1

0
@â€˜- 0.01

0.001

0.000 0.226 0.452 0.678 0.904 1.130

DISTANCE (g/cm2)

FIGURE 12
The qualityof the analyticrepresentation(â€”)of the cal
culated90Vbetadosedistribution.Circlesarevaluesfrom
Table 3.

L1 = (c + d@+ fe@P + ge@2')i@2,

where

(Al4)

c = 0.lll235â€”(2.6377.l05)Zâ€”(8.738.l0@)Z2

+ (2.204. lO_8) Z3

d = 2.8789.l0@ â€”(1.146.i0@)Z + (4.483.l0@)Z2

â€”(6.1 . 10'Â°) Z3

f = 9.55727 (1 â€”exp (â€”(3.81 . l0@) Z2))

g = 0.56731 (1 â€”exp(â€”(4.l5.l0@)Z2))

Al = 20.0641

X2 4.878â€”(4.166.l03)Z.

Calculation of CSDA Range
For electron energies between 50 eY and 500 eV, the CSDA

range in water was calculated as

r1 = a1 + b1E + c1E2+ d1E3, (A15)

where E is the energy in eV with

a, = 0.945387. l0@

b1 = 0.005286. 10@

c1= â€”2.1207.lO_12

d1 = 3.0.10's.
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FIGURE 13
Analytic representation of the beta dose distribution for
61Cu.Alsoshownare the contributionsfromthe individual
beta groupsof which this spectrumis composed.These
occurat energiesof 0.1835 MeV(â€”..3 0.395MeV(â€”â€”)
0.484 MeV(â€”--â€”),and 0.577 MeV(â€”â€”â€”â€”).The solid
linerepresentsthe sum of the abovecontributions,while
the circlescorrespondto the valuesinTable 3.

For electron energiesbetween 1 and 10 keY the range was
calculated as

with

In the region from 500 to 1,000 eY, the weighted average

r2 = a2 + hiE + c2E2

a2 = â€”l.3394l.10@

b2 0.006123. lO_6

c2 = 2.0414.lO_12.

r = (E â€”500) r2/500 + (1000 â€”E) ri/500

wasused.
Finally, for E > 10 keV, the form is

The range is givenin g cm2 for all the above.
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